
 
 
 
 
Brand Support Manager 
Field Based – UK 
 
Do you have the ambition to drive sales for JOSEF SEIBEL footwear in some of the biggest 
most successful retailers in the UK? 
 
We are looking for a talented Brand Support Manager to join our team, increase awareness 
of our brand and help take our success with key High Street Retailers to the next level. 
 
Who are Josef Seibel? 
 
JOSEF SEIBEL represents the tradition, quality and comfort of the shoes we produce. Since 
1886, we have always made shoes our way. Without making any compromises, following 
conventions or copying short-lived trends. 
 
JOSEF SEIBEL has constantly evolved since its inception 135 years ago. Every new collection, 
every new market, every new target audience has always represented a step into the 
future. Reinventing ourselves is part of our tradition at JOSEF SEIBEL 
 
We make shoes for people who go their own way. 
 
What does this role look like? 
 
As a Brand Support Manager you will be tasked with maximising the sales and visibility of 
the Josef Seibel brands within key retailers across the UK by being astute and building value 
-adding relationships.  
 
What skills do you need? 
 
We like people with strong awareness, how can I make things better!  
 
-You will need to be proactive and a strong communicator with good interpersonal skills.  
-You should demonstrate strong organisational skills, time management and self-
motivation. 
-You should have a positive mindset and “I can do” attitude supported by buckets of energy. 
-You should have a full, valid driving license. 
 
What’s the reward? 
 
Do you have retail experience, field service experience or brand support experience? Are 
you looking for the next challenge? If you think this could be for you we can offer a 



competitive salary (£23,000 - £30,000) and benefits including bonus, car and the tools to do 
the job – a laptop and phone. You will be based from home with travel across the UK. 
 
We will support you in a hands-on, family orientated team passing on our knowledge and 
experience and providing training where necessary. 
 
If you want to become part of our growing family and join us in continued success, then we 
would love to hear from you. 
 
To Apply 
 
To apply for the role of Brand Support Manager then email your CV to HR@josefseibel.co.uk 
with a covering note to let us know why this role is right up your Street! 


